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In 2010 President Zuma proposed a subsidy to 
firms that employ young people. Since then very 
little progress has been made in its implementation 
due to opposition from COSATU. This article 
examines the youth wage subsidy proposal and 
how it would be implemented in South Africa. It 
reviews evidence of  the success of  similar policies 
in other countries and asks whether COSATU’s 
concerns are valid. COSATU’s main claim – that 
younger subsidised workers would take the place 
of  existing older workers – is wrong. They are 
hiding behind this argument because they do not 
want the wage subsidy to show that businesses do 
respond to the price of  labour. Evidence of  higher 
employment at lower wages in a more flexible 
labour market would make it almost impossible 
for COSATU to oppose labour market reform and 
would weaken their political power considerably.

Introduction
South Africa has an unemployment problem, or more 
specifically, a youth unemployment problem. Less than 
one in eight young South Africans currently have a job 
and, since 2008, unemployment rates among this group 
have steadily gotten worse as the global financial crisis 
has made it more difficult for young people to enter jobs. 
Unemployment comes with a host of  social problems 
– crime, drug use and risky sexual behaviour – but 
also has long-lasting effects that extend throughout a 
person’s life.

International studies indicate that unemployment 
spells early on in a person’s working life have a large 
effect on both lifetime income and future employment 
prospects than a similar later unemployment period. In 
addition to this, an unemployment spell at a time when 

unemployment rates are high, such as now, is much 
worse than when unemployment rates are lower. These 
long term effects of  unemployment may be because 
individuals deskill during these periods, that businesses 
use previous labour market experience as a signal 
when hiring, or that individuals who experience early 
unemployment end up on a career trajectory of  unstable 
and low paid jobs. Regardless of  which of  these 
explanations is correct, there are long-term implications 
to youth unemployment. Reducing the number of  
unemployed youth will have dynamic benefits beyond 
that of  mere job creating and the reduction of  poverty.

There are a number of, now familiar, explanations for 
high South African unemployment. The most common 
is the mismatch between the characteristics, such as 
skills, of  the existing unemployed, and the requirements 
of  business. Better training and education are required 
fix this, but in general this is a long-term solution 
and shorter term solutions such as existing training 
mechanisms, such as SETAs, have not managed to 
provide relevant skills training on a large enough scale to 
significantly reduce unemployment.
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A related explanation, which is 
less often mentioned, is that the 
price of  labour (the wage paid to 
the individual plus other potential 
costs such as training, hiring and 
firing costs, and unemployment 
insurance) for those with the 
characteristics of  the unemployed is 
too high. Businesses are not willing 
to take on new young employees 
because they perceive that the 
costs associated with this new hire 
are larger than the benefits to the 
employer. Cross-country evidence 
bears this out. The International 
Monetary Fund estimates that the 
minimum wage for a 19 year old 
South African worker is more than 
twice that of  the average wage 
for a similar worker in a group of  
comparable countries which are 
creating jobs rapidly. It is also about 
two-thirds more than comparable 
countries who have been slow at 
creating jobs. These differences 
in wages cannot be explained by 
productivity differences – the ratio 
of  minimum wages to value-added 
in South Africa compared to these 
other comparator countries shows 
similar differences in magnitude. 
Why then, with large numbers of  
the unemployed, and relatively 
high entry wages not strongly 
related to productivity, do wages 
not fall? Institutional factors, 
including bargaining councils and 
imposed minimum wages, are one 
explanation. The relative political 
strength of  organised labour and 
the willingness to strike is another. 
A third is that historical factors 
such as people living far away from 
jobs, high transport costs and large 
numbers of  dependents, place 
a floor below which it becomes 
unviable to work. In this context, 
what should be done to get young 
people into jobs?

One such policy is the proposed 
youth wage subsidy. This idea was 
initially raised by Jim Levinsohn 
in 2008, as part of  the ‘Harvard 
Group’ which was tasked with 

proposing policy solutions for  
South Africa’s economic challenges. 
It was formally announced in 
President Zuma’s 2010 State of  
the Nation address and confirmed 
in the 2010 Budget. In 2011 the 
National Treasury released a 
document outlining how the wage 
subsidy would be implemented, but 
since then it has become stuck in 
NEDLAC, opposed by COSATU. 

The rationale for a wage subsidy is 
to make the hiring of  young people 
cheaper, so that firms who would 
not ordinarily have hired them do 
so. Signals about the characteristics 
and ability of  people are weak 
without a previous work history as 
a guide. To compensate for this 
uncertainty, companies need a 
discount on the cost of  employing 
young people. The proposed wage 
subsidy would provide this. This 
article examines the international 
evidence on wage subsidies, how 
the proposed policy would be 
implemented in South Africa, and 
the potential concerns about its 
effects and discusses whether 
these are valid.

International 
evidence on wage 
subsidies

Wage subsidies of  various forms 
are not uncommon, particularly in 
developed countries. Most OECD 
countries have some form of  
intervention which subsidies jobs, 
incentivises recruitment or reduces 
non-wage employment costs (such 
as social security contributions). 
Wage subsidies are also found 
in a number of  middle income 
countries, many implemented 
recently as a response to the 
global financial crisis. For example, 
Argentina, Bulgaria, Chile, Czech 
Republic, Kyrgyzstan, Mexico, 
Poland, Slovakia, South Korea and 
Turkey all have some form of  wage 
subsidy programme. In general, 
wage subsidies seem to have been 

particularly successful in improving 
short-term employment outcomes 
in developing and transition 
countries but have a lower impact 
on the longer-term employment 
prospects of  the participants 
(Betcherman, Godfrey, Puerto, 
Rother, & Stavreska, 2007). How 
do successful interventions of  this 
nature work in practise?

Chile is one example of  a 
developing country with a targeted 
wage subsidy. In 2009 it introduced 
a subsidy for low wage workers 
under 25 whose family is among the 
poorest 40 percent in the country. 
20 percent of  the wage of  the 
poorest workers is subsidised and 
this falls as wages rise. A third of  
the subsidy is paid directly to the 
employer and the other two thirds 
is paid to the employee. There are 
government plans to introduce 
a similar subsidy to low-income 
women (OECD, 2012). The focus 
on the poorest workers aims to 
help the most marginalised to 
access the labour market. It also 
helps to reduce wage inequality. 
Qualification based on household 
income may, however, discourage 
other members of  the household 
from working if  this increases 
household income above the 
threshold and results in the loss  
of  the subsidy.

A second example of  a country 
which has successfully used wage 
subsidies is Singapore. It has used 
wage subsidies of  various types 
as a counter-recessionary policy 
to retain jobs during economic 
downturns and to decrease the 
likelihood of  smaller firms closing 
down during these periods if  they 
were not able to fully compensate 
their workers. Subsidies were first 
used in the severe recession of  
1985-86, again during the Asian 
Financial Crisis of  1997-98, in 2003 
when the economy faced a huge 
collapse of  domestic aggregate 
demand due to the Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
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panic, and in 2007 and 2009 as 
a response to the global financial 
crisis. In 1985-86, 1997-98 and 
2003 government cut the mandated 
social security contribution rates 
for firms significantly, reducing the 
cost of  employing an additional 
worker (Hoon, 2011). These cuts in 
contributions were not compensated 
by government, hence the policy 
was essentially a reduction in 
compensation to save jobs. However, 
the policy was supported by the 
country’s labour union on the 
understanding that contributions 
would be restored as the 
economy began to recover. These 
contributions were promptly restored 
after each economic downturn.

Later episodes of  wages 
subsidies, in 2007 and 2009, were 
implemented slightly differently. 
In 2007 Singapore introduced a 
Workfare Income Supplement (WIS) 
scheme where subsidies were 
given directly to older workers in 
the bottom 10 percent of  the wage 
distribution. This scheme was 
deemed successful and extended 
to cover more workers in 2010. In 
2009, as a response to the collapse 
in aggregate demand as a result of  
the global financial crisis, Singapore 
implemented a Jobs Credit scheme 
where subsidies were given directly 
to firms. This scheme subsidised 
each worker on a firm’s payroll up 
to 12 percent of  their salary up to 
an amount equal to the median 
wage in Singapore. Although real 
per capita GDP dropped sharply 
during 2009, the increase in the 
unemployment rate was relatively 
smaller – a potential indication that 
the wage subsidy scheme worked.

Although wage subsidies can work 
successfully there are a number of  
potential types of  costs associated 
with a wage subsidy. The first is 
a deadweight cost – firms would 
have hired those with the wage 
subsidy anyway. In this case the 
full amount of  the subsidy would 
be ‘wasted’ – it is merely a transfer 

from government to business. 
Despite this the full amount of  the 
subsidy may not be a deadweight 
loss if  this money is used to hire 
other unsubsidised workers, for 
training, to supplement wages, or 
for investment which may lead to 
future job creation. 

The second potential cost is 
substitution of  existing workers 
by lower cost subsidised workers, 
or substitution at the hiring stage 
by businesses hiring younger 
subsidised workers instead of  
similar older unsubsidised workers. 
Older workers are likely to have a 
larger number of  dependents and 
thus this cost would have a broader 
impact than the substitution of  a 
younger worker. Again this cost 
may be attenuated if  the displaced 
worker is able to move to another 
job, or create their own through 
self-employment. Overall costs to 
society may also be reduced since 
there are dynamic benefits of  a 
young person getting a job. All else 
equal, a younger person will have a 
longer lifetime of  earnings and thus 
in pure earnings terms the benefit 
to the young person outweighs the 
cost to the older person. A real 
concern related to substitution is 
that a subsidy could create a class 
of  workers who are only hired 
during the subsidy period, and 
then replaced with other younger 
workers with subsidies, and then 
cannot find future employment.

Firms with access to cheaper 
labour, because of  the subsidy, 
displacing other firms in the 
domestic market which in turn 
leads to job losses is the third 
potential cost. The fourth type of  
cost associated with subsidies is 
stigmatisation. Businesses may 
interpret the subsidy as indicating 
that the worker has certain 
characteristics that make them 
undesirable – a worker would have 
been hired by a business and the 
full subsidy claimed if  they were 
any good. Some schemes where 

wage subsidies have been targeted 
at specific marginalised groups 
have not been successful.  
If  participants have believed that 
the subsidy stigmatises them they 
will not reveal to firms that they 
qualify for a subsidy. Both these 
costs may not be significant in 
the South African context since 
the proposed subsidies would be 
made available to all young people 
rather than to groups with certain 
characteristics.

A last potential cost is that 
the subsidy may change the 
opportunity costs that those in the 
labour market face. If  those with 
the subsidy believe that it improves 
their probability of  getting a job 
then they may be content to wait 
for a job in the wage sector rather 
than creating their own jobs through 
self-employment or working in the 
informal sector where the subsidy 
would not be claimable. It could 
also encourage those with the 
subsidy to exit school or training 
to look for jobs which may have a 
detrimental effect on their lifetime 
work trajectory. It may also increase 
spending on job search. If  the 
number of  jobs available does not 
change drastically, this increase 
in spending may not change their 
actual probability of  getting a job 
and thus a larger pool of  applicants 
may be chasing the same number 
of  jobs.

In order to assess the potential 
impact of  a wage subsidy in South 
Africa it is useful to consider the 
impact of  similar programmes in 
other countries. Some examples 
are summarised in the table below. 
Many of  these show positive effects 
particularly in the short term, 
although there are examples of  
subsidies having negative or no 
effects. What they do indicate is 
that the context of  the intervention 
matters and that it is difficult to 
know the full impact of  the subsidy 
until it has been implemented.
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Some examples of  the impact of  wage subsidies

Country
Characteristics of 
programme Impact Authors

Argentina Wage subsidy for those 
in ‘depressed’ areas

Voucher holders have a significantly higher 
probability of  being in private sector 
employment 18 months after voucher 
allocation. Take up of  the subsidy among 
firms was low which suggests that the 
observed effects were driven by a supply-
side response by those with the vouchers

Galasso, Ravallion, & Salvia 
(2004)

Australia Wage subsidy for young 
people with some 
emphasis on training

Large and significant effect on subsequent 
employability, increased probability of  
having a job 8 – 13 months after expiry by 
26% and by 20% 14 – 26 months  
after expiry

Richardson (1998)

Colombia Provision of  wage 
subsidy to micro, small 
and medium firms for 
disadvantaged workers

Subsidy value and duration sufficient to 
serve as an incentive. Qualifications of  
workers in these lower income groups 
did not impact on the willingness of  firms 
to hire them. Administrative problems 
encountered 

Ministry of  Social Protection 
(2004)

Czech 
Republic

Wage subsidy 9 percent net increase in employment.
Positive impact on initial employment but no 
impact on current employment. Negative 
impact on current earnings

Leetmaa, Vôrk, Eamets, & 
Kaja (2003)

Poland Wage and social 
insurance costs subsidy

Positive impact on employment, Slight 
negative impact on earnings for those 
<30 years. 60 percent of  the programme 
participants were retained 

O’Leary (1998)

Slovakia Wage subsidy for 
disadvantaged 
jobseekers

Negative effect on job-finding rate Van Ours (2000)

Sweden Employment subsidy 
for unemployed young 
people

Zero or negative effect on earnings, 
employment probabilities and probability 
of  entering employment in the short run 
but long run effect mainly zero or slightly 
positive. 

Larson (2003)

Switzerland A non-profit employment 
programme and another 
a subsidy for temporary 
jobs in private and public 
firms

Subsidy has positive effects relative to the 
employment programme and is successful 
in raising employment probabilities of  those 
struggling in the labour market

Gerfin, Lechner, & Steiger 
(2005)

Turkey Regionally targeted 
employment subsidies 
that reduced social 
security contributions 
and employee income  
tax among other things

Increase in jobs of  between 5% and 
15% mostly within existing firms. Seems 
to be significant deadweight losses. The 
dominant effect of  the subsidies was to 
increase formal registration of  firms

Betcherman, Daysal, & 
Pagés (2010)

Waiting for a youth wage subsidy (continued)
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How would a wage subsidy be implemented in 
South Africa?
The proposed youth wage subsidy is one of  a suite of  interventions that 
would target young people. It will be run through the tax system in a similar 
way to pay-as-you-earn (PAYE) and businesses claiming the subsidy must be 
formally registered with the South African Revenue Service, be registered on 
the PAYE and Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF) systems and have their 
tax affairs in order. All those with a South African bar-coded ID document will 
be eligible. It will be available to those working full-time (more than 35 hours a 
week) and those hired under the subsidy scheme will be bound by the same 
labour regulations as other workers, including sectoral minimum wages.

The subsidy will specifically target young people but will differ between those 
with existing jobs and new hires. Those aged between 18 and 29 will qualify 
if  they are unemployed and then hired into a new job. These new hires will 
qualify for a 50 percent subsidy of  their wages, for the first year, if  they earn 
less than R24 000 per year. The percentage of  the wage subsidised will 
decrease and reach zero at the personal income tax threshold of  R60 000. 
In their second year of  employment, these new workers will qualify for a 20% 
subsidy if  they earn less than R24 000 per year and this will taper to reach 
zero at the personal income tax threshold. The subsidy will also be available 
to firms already employing workers aged between 18 and 24. These workers 
will be eligible for a subsidy for a year. This subsidy will be 20 percent of  
their wage if  earning R24 000 or less and taper to reach zero at the personal 
income tax threshold.

The cap at the personal income tax threshold and higher subsidy proportion 
for those earning less mean that the policy targets those with the least 
skills. These are the type of  people who form the bulk of  the unemployed 
among the youth. The proposal does not stipulate how the money that the 
firm saves should be spent. However, there are proposals to supplement the 
subsidy with other types of  interventions such as skills training to improve 
its efficacy. The two year potential duration of  the subsidy aims to enable 
young individuals to build up substantial work experience and not merely be 
confined to short-term temporary jobs. These longer spells of  employment 
and the experience gained in them, will not only impart tangible skills but also 
provide a signal of  worker productivity that firms trust.

What happens when young people leave jobs before the end of the 
subsidy? There are a number of  proposed options. The first is that the 
subsidy is available for a 24 month period that is activated the first month 
the subsidy is claimed. If  the individual leaves a job, this subsidy can still 
be claimed by another employer until the 24 month period lapses. A second 
option is that the subsidy is valid for a two year period but only when the 
person is in employment. This period can be spread over the 18 to 24 age 
range. The Treasury outlines a number of  other possible scenarios, such as 
subsidies confined to an individual’s first job, or to a single job-spell.
The Treasury estimates that approximately 423 000 subsidised jobs will be 
created over the initial three year trial period, at a cost of  approximately  
R5 billion. They estimate that net job creation, excluding jobs which would 
have been created anyway without the subsidy, would be approximately  
178 000. Approximately three-quarters, about 133 000, of  these jobs would 
be sustainable – a cost of  R37 000 per sustainable job. How does this 
amount compare to other government programmes designed to get 
people into work? The cost per job is similar to the estimated amounts 
per work opportunity for the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) 
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set out in the Department of  Social Development’s 2004/5 – 2008/9 Social Sector Plan. However, these EPWP work 
opportunities are part-time in nature and do not necessarily lead to sustainable jobs. The total cost of  the subsidy is 
also almost half  the amount the EPWP infrastructure programme spends in a similar period. This suggests that, if  these 
estimates are accurate, the youth wage subsidy is more cost effective than other similar interventions designed to get 
people into work.

Are the concerns that have been raised valid?
The proposed youth wage subsidy has been held up in NEDLAC negotiations for over a year. COSATU has been the 
most vocal opponent, arguing that the subsidy would result in the retrenchment of  older unsubsidised workers and 
replacement by younger workers who qualify for a subsidy. In addition to this immediate substitution, they have argued 
that substitution would be ongoing as workers who reached the age limit, or whose subsidy had all been claimed, 
would then be replaced by new subsidy holders. This would create a class of  workers who were only loosely attached 
to the labour market. Are these concerns valid? What about the other potential costs such as the subsidisation of  
jobs that would have been created anyway, displacement of  firms who cannot access the subsidy, and early exit from 
education? We turn to survey data and international evidence to try and answer these concerns.

How many firms would take up the subsidy? Evidence from other countries, such as Argentina, suggests that the 
response of  firms to subsidies is generally limited. This response is obviously context specific but it does suggest that, 
at least initially, a youth wage subsidy would not cause widespread disruption in the labour market. In addition to this, 
businesses would take time to familiarise themselves with how the policy works and to calculate whether it is in their 
interests to participate.

Which types of businesses would take up the subsidy? It seems likely that companies which already employ young 
people would be more likely to hire subsidised workers. Furthermore Rankin and Schöer (2011) show that companies 
with a union presence report that they would be more likely to hire subsidised workers. This may be because these 
types of  businesses already have a structured environment, which integrates new employees into the firm through for 
example training. It may be that unionised businesses employ the type of  workers which the subsidy targets. Or it may 
be that these types of  businesses are already familiar with government interventions, such as learnerships, which help 
young people to access the labour market and they may therefore be more open to the subsidy. It is not certain which 
size businesses will benefit most. Smaller firms generally pay less and thus the subsidy amount would be a higher 
proportion of  wage costs. However, they may be less likely to take a chance on untested workers since each additional 
worker is a relatively large proportion of  the workforce. They also may not have a dedicated or well-staffed human 
resource department which could help with the administration associated with the subsidy. Larger firms, although 
the subsidy will generally be a smaller relative saving, have established internal structures which can help with the 
administration. The may also be able to achieve economies of  scale if  they hire large numbers of  young people.

What about substitution? It seems highly unlikely that firms will replace older, more experienced workers with new 
young workers, particularly for the amounts being offered for the subsidy. Employers have established relationships 
with existing employees. They know their work ethic, their productivity and how they fit with the business. They do not 
know these things for workers who they have not had a relationship with before. Businesses are also highly unlikely to 
risk jeopardising their existing relationships with existing employees by retrenching existing workers. The low likelihood 
of  replacement of  older workers is borne out by surveys of  firms. Rankin and Schöer (2011) report the results from a 
survey of  firms that do or could employ young people. Three quarters of  the respondents stated that they would not 
replace existing workers, the main reason being the work experience of  these older workers.

Figure 1: Reasons for not replacing older workers with younger, wage subsidised workers

Waiting for a youth wage subsidy (continued)

Source: Rankin and Schöer (2011)
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COSATU’s objections to the wage subsidy based on fears of  substitution 
thus seem unfounded and based on the view that workers are homogeneous 
and that older and younger workers are close substitutes. What about the 
objection that the subsidy will create a class of  temporary cheap workers with 
little future in the labour market once their subsidy ends? This objection is 
based on the assumption that the period of  work experience that the subsidy 
facilitates has no value as a signalling device. Even if  firms’ churn subsidy 
holders, this period of  employment will provide work experience and the 
hard and soft skills learnt through working. It will also provide an additional 
signal of  the productivity of  the worker. This lowers the uncertainty associated 
with that worker, and thus the wage discount that firms would require to 
compensate for this uncertainty. This additional information about the 
characteristics and abilities of  younger workers means that hiring becomes 
less expensive for businesses and that matches between businesses and 
workers should be better. Both of  these reduce the cost of  employment to 
the business, but not necessarily the wage paid to the worker, which should 
encourage additional employment. A further likely impact of  the subsidy that 
is absent from this discussion is that if  the subsidy results in more jobs for 
younger workers, it will also increase the pool of  potential union members. 
This is particularly important for an organisation such as COSATU which has 
seen declining membership numbers in non-public sector affiliates.

A more likely impact, and one that has not been well articulated by opponents 
of  the policy, is that a youth wage subsidy may have wage effects beyond 
those employed through it. South African entry level wages are high by 
international standards. These perpetuate the insider-outsider structure of  
the labour market, where established organised workers are able to bid up 
wages above what they would be if  the labour market was more flexible, and 
limit entry of  new workers. A wage subsidy provides a mechanism for young 
people to enter jobs. If  these young workers happen to be as productive as 
established workers, and are willing to work for less, this will place downward 
pressure on existing wages. Furthermore, COSATU is worried that firms will 
respond to a reduction in the cost of  labour by hiring more. If  this turns out 
to be the case, there will be increased pressure to reform labour market 
institutions, such as bargaining councils and minimum wages, which increase 
the cost of  labour. This would place COSATU in an awkward political situation 
– arguing against employment creation would look callous given the large 
number of  the unemployed but more labour market flexibility undermines its 
political position and obligations to its existing members.

Conclusion
The decision to implement the 
youth wage subsidy will not 
be one based on economic 
evidence or lessons drawn 
from similar policies in the 
rest of  the world – it will be 
political. The subsidy is an 
attempt to do something 
about the South African youth 
unemployment problem 
where other interventions, 
such as learnerships 
and grants to young 
entrepreneurs, have not been 
successful. Its implementation 
would send a powerful signal 
to a constituency which is 
increasingly marginalised, 
has grown up in the new 
South Africa and has 
expectations of  a better life. 
This constituency which can 
be politically volatile, as the 
Arab Spring and Jasmine 
Revolutions have shown, and 
open to coercion by populist 
leaders. The opposition to the 
wage subsidy comes from an 
entrenched group of  older 
workers and an organisation 
afraid of  the erosion of  
its political capital. This 
political capital is valuable 
in the run up to the African 
National Congress’s national 
conference in Mangaung 
in December. Given this, 
it seems likely that the 
unemployed youth will have to 
wait for a policy that could get 
them into work.
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Trade unions have unduly escalated wages and are 
the major cause of  adversarial labour relations in 
South Africa. Now is the perfect time to re-assess 
trade union regulations, because trade unions have 
suffered two major setbacks in recent years. Trade 
union membership has fallen, and union members’ 
participation in strikes has been generally very low 
and highly variable. We offer law-makers 8 concrete 
and practical steps to take this opportunity to 
weaken trade union power in South Africa.

Trade unions are labour cartels
Trade unions are labour cartels, in the sense that they 
consolidate the otherwise dispersed and fragmented 
influence of  individual workers and, through their 
collective power, they exert pressure to increase wages 
and improve working conditions. Sometimes unions 
have succeeded in improving working conditions, but 
these improvements have been connected less to union 
power and more to productivity gains and associated 
improvements in the setting, safety and interest of  work. 
Trade unions are thus fundamentally anti-competitive, 
suspending the arms-length hire and offer of  labour 
between willing employers and employees. For much of  
modern history trade unions were banned, either directly 
through legislation, or more typically through common 
law restrictions on monopolistic behaviour. In the second 
half  of  the twentieth century, as productivity grew, wages 
and working conditions and living standards improved, 
and unionisation tended to level off  or fall in most 
countries. Also, the collapse of  the Soviet Union and its 
political ideology of  worker ownership of  the means of  
production, as well as market-oriented reforms in many 
formerly socialist countries, have led to a diminution of  
trade union power around the world.

South Africa stands in marked contrast to international 
trends. Over the past two years, South Africa lost nearly 
double the number of  work-days due to strikes and work 
stoppages (about 16 million in each year) than under the 
peak of  rolling mass action against apartheid  
(9 million in 1988). The World Economic Forum (WEF), 
the world’s most influential body of  investors and 
employers, ranks South Africa as the 8th worst country in 
the world (132nd out of  139 countries) in terms of  labour/
employer conflict. Industrial conflict is not the only or 
even the most important issue: the WEF cites restrictive 
labour laws and a poor national work ethic among the 
most problematic factors for doing business in South 
Africa. But growing trade union-related protests have a 
special significance. On a practical level, they disrupt 
business activities and cause businesses to renege 
on supply commitments to their customers, which are 
mostly other (and increasingly foreign) businesses. On a 

political level, they create the impression that workers are 
highly disgruntled with their pay and working conditions 
and that worker rights are widely flouted.

Trade unions have escalated 
wages
Where South African trade unions have been successful 
is in raising wages. Between 1995 and 2011, after-
inflation remuneration in the non-agricultural formal sector 
has increased from R9 378 per month to  
R12 564 per month. In the 15 years since the Labour 
Relations Act (LRA) was introduced, after-inflation wages 
increased by 28,8%, which is nearly treble the increase 
in the preceding 25 years. Per unit of  productivity, real 
wages have increased at an astonishing average annual 
rate of  7,6% – or 200% in total – since the LRA was 
introduced. The International Monetary Fund estimates 
that the minimum wage for a 19-year old South African 
worker is more than twice that of  the average wage for 
a similar worker in a group of  comparable countries 
which are creating jobs rapidly. It is also about two-thirds 
more than comparable countries who have been slow at 
creating jobs. But even higher wages have been a mixed 
success for trade unions, since they have occurred 
at a cost of  lost jobs and, by implication, falling union 
membership. In 2011, it took 36% fewer workers to 
produce a given level of  output than it did in 1960, mainly 
due to the economy’s sharply rising capital intensity.

Trade unions have failed in labour 
relations
Where South African trade unions have failed outright 
is in the area of  labour relations. Certainly union claims 
of  poor working conditions are not borne out by other 
statistics. In 2010/2011, the Commission for Conciliation, 
Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) received 156 000 
referrals from disgruntled employees through its 
network of  about 200 venues across the country. About 
62% of  referrals were settled in favour of  employees, 
against employers. The CCMA only deals with serious 
cases where employees have been unable to resolve 
their complaints directly with their employers: 81% of  
referrals relate to a dispute concerning an employee’s 
dismissal. The Labour Court and Labour Appeal Court, 
where the most difficult cases are dealt with, made 2 
042 decisions in the last year, and roughly one-half  of  
judgments were in favour of  employees. The long-term 
trend of  CCMA and Labour Court records shows that 
workplace conflict has been largely unchanged over 
the past decade. If  these figures are a guide, then 
on average 1,2% of  the total South African workforce 
formally raises disputes in a given year, and 0,7% have 

The crisis in South Africa’s trade union movement
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sufficiently convincing arguments leading to a settlement in 
their favour. Unfortunately there are no official statistics on 
the extent of  employee complaints within companies. Also, it 
is likely that the CCMA and Labour Court deal primarily with 
formally employed people who possess written employment 
contracts, and a growing number of  South African 
employees do not have these characteristics. But it seems 
clear from these figures that the dramatic surge in strikes 
and work stoppages in recent years overstates the general 
degree of  conflict in South African workplaces.

Trade unions have many goals, which naturally include 
improved pay, benefits and working conditions for 
members. But there are other goals: growth of  trade union 
membership, reducing the spread and influence of  rival 
unions, promoting compulsory union membership (“closed 
shop” agreements) and compulsory payment of  union dues 
by non-members (“agency shop” agreements). The most 
disturbing union goal involves reducing competition from 
new entrants into the labour market, particularly unemployed 
youth, who put downward pressure on wages and benefits 
levels for established workers. It is in this context that trade 
unions have opposed such varied phenomena as the 
Minister of  Finance’s youth employment subsidy (which 
was expected to be announced in the 2012 budget but 
which was abandoned due to trade union opposition) 
and “labour brokers” (temporary employment agencies) 
whose candidates – 82% African, 75% youth, and 50% 
never previously employed – represent a distinct threat to 
established worker interests and, as a consequence, trade 
union membership.

Trade unions are suffering a crisis of 
relevance
Trade unions, viewed as economic entities, have suffered 
three major setbacks in recent years. Firstly, trade union 
membership has fallen since official records began in  
2006, from 3,5 million to 3,3 million members, a loss of  
129 424 members representing lost membership dues 
of  R95 773 760 per annum. Trade union membership as 
a proportion of  the total workforce is slowly but steadily 
declining (see figure). And the overall unionisation rate 
(29% of  the total workforce in 2011) conceals a dramatic 
change in the composition of  union members: unionisation 
in the private sector has fallen to an all-time low (26% of  the 
private sector workforce), whereas unionisation in the public 
sector has risen to an all-time high (75% of  the public 
sector workforce). It is possible that growing trade union 
support for greater government participation in the South 
African economy has been driven, at least to some extent, 
because the public sector has been the overwhelming 
growth vector for trade union membership in recent years.
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Secondly, union members’ participation in strikes has  
been generally very low (on average since 2006, just  
1,4% of  trade union members turned out on strike) and 
highly variable (ranging from 0% to 8,8%, depending on the 
goals, duration and time of  year of  individual strikes). This 
explains why strikes and union-initiated protest actions have 
grown greatly in range and scope. For example, in light of  
uncertainty as to how many union members would turn out 
in support of  the 7 March 2012 nationwide protest action, 
trade unions have added multiple objects to their protests 
(opposition to labour broking, resistance to Gauteng’s 
e-tolling system, and hostility toward Eskom’s tariff  hikes). 

Thirdly, trade unions suffer from variable membership by 
sector. In some sectors, such as mining, as many as 80,7% 
of  employees belong to a union. In other sectors, such 
as agriculture, just 4,4% of  employees belong to a union. 
This points to difficulties that unions have in organising 
in fragmented, heavily segmented sectors, including 
construction, retail, and finance. In other sectors, where 
employees tend to be concentrated on large sites such as 
mining, manufacturing, electricity and, especially, the public 
service, unions’ ability to organise workers is much greater.

Low, variable strike participation rates appear to be 
connected to growing violence and intimidation during 
strikes. Official figures are not reliable, but absenteeism due 
to unrest, violence and intimidation, while low overall, has 
increased significantly. In the first 12 months of  2011 alone, 
135 304 workers cited unrest and violence as the primary 
reason for being absent from work, representing 19,6% of  
all non-statutory absenteeism.

The crisis in South Africa’s trade union movement 
(continued)

Strike participation rate, 2006 – 2011

Unionisation rate per sector, 2011

Source: Statistics SA (2011)
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Violence and intimidation a sign of 
trade union weakness
If  the number of  union-related strikes and work stoppages 
is symptomatic of  genuine employer/employee conflict in 
South African workplaces, official figures from the CCMA 
and Labour Court do not bear this out. Rather, it appears 
that rising industrial unrest has emerged in response to 
gradually declining union membership and low worker 
participation in strikes. Several apparently unrelated 
phenomena – the call for greater public sector employment 
(where unionisation is highest), the appeal to ban labour 
brokers (whose workers tend not to unionise), opposition 
to the youth employment subsidy (which would represent 
competition for established workers), growing violence 
and intimidation during strikes (arising from declining 
membership and low strike participation rates), and greater 
union participation in secondary interests such as toll fees, 
electricity tariffs and corruption in government procurement 
– appear to have a similar origin.

No re-think of labour laws will be 
forthcoming
Most economists and labour analysts agree that labour 
market outcomes – including the most important, 
unemployment – demand that the labour environment 
requires a serious and urgent re-think. One thing is certain: 
we will not get the necessary re-think. Employed people, 
numbering 13,5 million, outnumber unemployed people, 
numbering 8,5 million, by a ratio of  nearly 2 to 1. There is a 
great deal of  stealth surrounding membership figures  
for African National Congress (ANC) aligned organisations, 
but the most credible figures suggest that the  
Congress of  South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) has  
1 200 000 members and the ANC Youth League has 360 
000 members – a ratio of  over 3 to 1. The voting calculus 
– if  we assume that the circuitous path of  democracy in 
South Africa derives its ultimate direction from the voting 
booth – suggests that established workers will trump the 
unemployed. Minimum wages, which are supposedly 
intended to maintain a living wage for workers, are in fact 
designed to keep young and inexperienced job-seekers 
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out of  the workplace. Businesses respond to minimum 
wages by retaining the workers (mostly older, trained and 
experienced workers) whose productivity justifies the 
minimum wage, and retrenching the rest. Opposition to the 
youth wage subsidy has the same object, namely keeping 
young people out of  work. Young people, having neither 
practical skills nor prior work experience nor on-the-job 
knowledge to offer employers, can only compete by offering 
themselves to employers at lower wages, which in turn 
tends to lower wages for all workers. Trade unions will not 
tolerate this. Wage subsidies have existed since the 1950s 
in 45 countries around the world, and Cosatu’s fears have 
not been realised in any one of  these countries in any time 
period. The prominence given to Cosatu’s idle conjectures 
is a measure of  the dominance of  their sheer membership 
numbers in the ANC’s electoral reckoning. It is high time that 
we recognise that Cosatu is the biggest single impediment 
to job creation in South Africa.

A further impediment to the efficient functioning of  South 
Africa’s labour market is the government education system.  
The cost of  producing a matriculant in the government 
schooling system, excluding parental contributions in the 
form of  school fees, is now nearly half  a million rand, which 
is way higher than the equivalent in private education. This 
is largely the result of  relentless increases in teachers’ 
and bureaucrats’ wages, but the cost is dispersed and 
practically invisible since it is largely paid for by the taxpayer 
and non-transparently reported. Teachers’ and bureaucrats’ 
salary gains have been the result of  the South African 
Democratic Teachers’ Union (Sadtu), a Cosatu affiliate with 
247 000 members out of  386 000 teachers or a unionisation 
rate of  64%. And while salaries have been rising in 
government schools, outcomes have been deteriorating. 
Sadtu is the prime mover in this, too – they have consistently 
vetoed government’s proposal to use learner performance 
as a basis for evaluating teacher performance, and indeed, 
they have persistently refused to allow any performance 
agreements at all. South Africa spends 6% of  GDP on 
education, more than Canada, France, or the UK. But 
the results are appalling. There is a significant negative 
correlation between education spending per learner and 
literacy and numeracy performance, meaning that money 
is being substantially wasted. For those who enjoy a good 
conspiracy theory, it is not beyond the bounds of  possibility 
that Sadtu is deliberately dumbing down South Africa’s 
youth to prevent them from competing with established 
workers. Certainly, the rising cost and deteriorating quality of  
government education is the biggest single obstacle to long-
term equality of  opportunity and income between the races: 
South Africa’s government schools keep black kids poor, 
and a lot of  people seem to want to keep it that way.

And while salaries have 
been rising in government 
schools, outcomes have been 
deteriorating. Sadtu is the 
prime mover in this, too – they 
have consistently vetoed 
government’s proposal to 
use learner performance as a 
basis for evaluating teacher 
performance, and indeed, 
they have persistently refused 
to allow any performance 
agreements at all
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Conclusion
This perfect opportunity to smash the trade unions and enhance the economy’s long-term job-creating potential will 
be lost, for entirely political reasons. Keeping some of  the most senior politicians in power and, by implication, out of  
jail means that unholy alliances will be made. The clamour for greater disbursement of  taxpayer resources means that 
populist causes and contradictory promises will grow unchecked, as will the disillusionment which follows. A clumsy 
and haphazard equilibrium will remain in place until the unemployed outweigh the employed in political calculations, 
which will only occur in about twenty years’ time given current rates of  population, labour force and employment 
growth. We can only hope, in the meantime, that populism, youth radicalism, xenophobic violence, tribalism and  
service delivery protests – all of  which are ultimately manifestations of  joblessness – do not erupt into an  
uncontrollable conflagration.

Some practical steps to stem trade union power
We may summarise as follows: teachers’ unions’ influence over government schools makes black kids 
unemployable, and trade unions keep black youth who by some miracle become employable, out of  work. It is high 
time, in other words, to crush the power of  the trade union movement. We can do so in several practical ways, all of  
which are consistent with Article 23.1 of  the Universal Declaration of  Human Rights, the so-called “right to work”:
•	 	Repeal	the	“closed	shop”	laws	that	compel	job-seekers	to	join	a	trade	union	as	a	precondition	for	obtaining	 

a job.
•	 	Repeal	the	“agency	shop”	laws	that	compel	workers	to	pay	trade	union	membership	fees	whether	they	belong	 

to a trade union or not.
•	 	Require	that	trade	unions	ballot	their	members	ahead	of 	a	strike,	and	further	require	that	a	two-thirds	majority	

votes in favour of  a strike.
•	 	Prohibit	open	ballots	and	require	secret	ballots,	since	open	ballots	lead	to	intimidation	of 	union	members	who	

vote against a strike.
•	 	Prohibit	employers’	collection	of 	trade	union	dues	on	trade	unions’	behalf.
•	 	Prohibit	the	automatic	extension	of 	bargaining	council	agreements	to	entire	industries	or	sectors,	so	that	these	

agreements are voluntary.
•	 	On	a	nationwide	basis	place	an	upper	limit	on	wage	settlements,	so	that	wage	increases	may	not	exceed	

labour’s marginal nominal productivity growth.
•	 	Make	trade	unions	liable	for	the	loss	of 	earnings	that	occurs	during	work	stoppages.

Although, as predicted earlier, there will be no re-think of  South Africa’s labour laws, this would be an opportune 
time to re-assess trade union regulations, because trade unions, viewed as economic entities, have suffered two 
major setbacks in recent years. Firstly, trade union membership has fallen since official records began in 2006, 
from 3,5 million to 3,3 million members, a loss of  129 424 members representing lost membership dues of   
R95 773 760 per annum. Secondly, trade union members’ participation in strikes has been generally very low (on 
average since 2006, just 1,4% of  trade union members turned out on strike) and highly variable (ranging from 0% 
to 8,8%, depending on the goals, duration and time of  year of  individual strikes). 

The crisis in South Africa’s trade union movement 
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There is a movement calling for higher wages and improved working conditions in South Africa. This 
movement disputes the official measures of  labour productivity, substituting unsound alternative measures 
that make higher wage demands seem reasonable. They are wrong. We show that the only reasonable 
measure of  labour productivity is what we call labour’s “unique contribution” (technically, labour’s nominal 
marginal productivity), and we call for yearly wage increases to be capped at this productivity-related level.

SA’s labour market a shambles
South Africa’s labour market is a shambles. About 8,5 million people are out of  work or underemployed. Last year, 
South Africa lost double the number of  work-days due to strikes than at the height of  rolling mass-action against 
apartheid. This year, labour productivity fell to the lowest level in 40 years. Labour’s share of  national income is at a  
50-year low. Over the past three years, wages have risen by 11,5% per annum on average – treble the consumer 
inflation rate over the period. Growing numbers of  employers are using automation, mechanisation and other labour-
saving methods as an alternative to labour, with the result that the economy’s labour intensity has fallen sharply – by 
8,1% in the last three years alone. It now takes 36,2% fewer workers to produce a given unit of  output than it did in 
1960. According to the World Economic Forum, some aspects of  South African labour laws are the most restrictive 
in the world. The International Monetary Fund believes that some aspects of  South African labour laws need to be 
relaxed, and even the drafters of  the 1995 Labour Relations Act have called for reforms. No matter how you look at it, 
we can surely all agree that labour market outcomes – including the most important, unemployment – demand that the 
labour environment requires a serious and urgent re-think.

Some are calling for yet higher wage settlements
In this context, some commentators have concluded that trade unions are gaining much too little in their fight for decent 
work conditions and higher wages. Specifically, they use the authorities’ measure of  labour productivity – viz. output per 
worker before adjusting for inflation – and suggest that wages should be rising in tandem. Their argument hinges on the 
output-per-unit-labour measure of  productivity. If  a firm produces 100 units using 100 workers, average output per worker 
is 1 unit (i.e. 100/100). If, by installing a new machine or adopting a new technology, the firm produces 120 units with  
80 workers, retrenching the other 20, average output per worker rises to 1.5 units (i.e. 120/80), an increase of  50%. In 
this simple example, it is clear that the additional production was achieved, not by workers, but by the introduction of  a 
new machine or technology. This is the labour productivity illusion: attributing to workers what is, in fact, attributable to 
capital or technology. Thus it is clear that labour productivity varies as a function of  both other input factors (management, 
arable land, natural resources, physical capital, information and other technologies, etc.) and the efficiency with which the 
input factors are used. The US Bureau of  Labor Statistics, which calculates productivity in the United States, calculates 
“marginal productivity”: the change in output that results from changing one of  the inputs by one unit, all other factors 
remaining constant. This narrower measure of  labour’s specific productivity or “unique contribution” is equivalent to 
output per worker per unit of  capital. Using this measure, South Africa’s labour productivity recently fell to the lowest level 
in 40 years.

For employers, labour is just one of  several alternative factors of  production. Employers only employ additional 
workers if  it is economically sensible (i.e. profitable) to do so. On an economy-wide level, the existence of  widespread 
unemployment implies that businesses cannot profitably employ people. Indeed, in the 2000s, South African labour 
productivity was actually negative, meaning that, for every additional person employed, the economy produced less 
output (see chart).

SA’s labour productivity at a 40-year low
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Productivity is a paramount 
economic goal
Productivity, in the sense of  making better use of  available 
resources, is a paramount economic goal. It is the only 
known way of  producing improved living standards, and the 
various input factors, including labour, should be applied 
to this end. But a raft of  laws and regulations undermines 
labour productivity in South Africa. In the 15 years since the 
Labour Relations Act was introduced, real (after-inflation) 
wages increased by 28,8%, which is nearly treble the 
increase in the preceding 25 years. Per unit of  productivity, 
real wages have increased at an astonishing average 
annual rate of  7,6% – or 200% in total – since the LRA was 
introduced. The economy’s capital intensity is rising sharply 
for the simple reason that the productivity of  capital exceeds 
the productivity of  labour, relative to their respective costs. 
This (not wavering on trade unions’ part) is why labour’s 
share of  national income has fallen to the lowest level since 
reliable records began 50 years ago.

Two labour laws undermine 
productivity
As far as labour productivity is concerned, two labour laws 
are particularly problematic. The first involves protections 
for workers against performance-related dismissals. Using 
the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration 
(CCMA) Codes of  Good Practice as a guide, an employer 
must demonstrate either that an employee is incapable, 
under all reasonable scenarios, of  performing adequately 
in the job (“dismissal for incapacity”), or alternatively, that 
an employee has consistently and wilfully withheld his/her 
performance (“dismissal for misconduct”). The employer 
is obliged to have provided training, to have recruited the 
employee correctly, to have explicit performance standards 
in place, among many other obligations, before the CCMA 
will consider a dismissal for poor performance. The 
employee, by contrast, has very few reciprocal obligations 
in practice. The net effect is that many employees shrug 
off  their workplace duties, often boldly citing the CCMA, 
and hide behind the law, in which situation employers 
– especially small employers who do not possess the 
legal means – are helpless. It appears that many of  the 
1 million-odd jobs lost during the 2009 recession “for 
operational requirements” (i.e. due to an employer’s poor 
economic circumstances) were, in fact, dismissals for poor 
performance that had cumulated over the preceding years 
and for which the recession provided a helpful guise. At any 
rate, the post-recession economic rebound did not appear 
to be curtailed in any way by the economy’s failure to re-
absorb those employees retrenched during the recession, 
presumably implying that the employees were, in some 
important sense, surplus to requirements.

The second law involves collective bargaining, which forces 
wages to rise at an agreed rate for an entire industry or 
sector, irrespective of  labour productivity. Included, here, 
is the statutory (and likely unconstitutional) extension of  
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bargaining council agreements to 
non-parties, effectively preventing 
non-party employees from offering 
their labour to employers at market-
related (i.e. productivity-related) 
wages. In the 15 years since 
the Labour Relations Act was 
introduced, after-inflation wages 
increased by 28,8%, which is nearly 
treble the increase in the preceding 
25 years. Per unit of  productivity, 
real wages have increased at an 
average annual rate of  7,6% – or 
200% in total – since the LRA was 
introduced.

There are, no doubt, other laws 
that need to be revisited. Closed-
shop agreements (which compel 
individuals to join a specific trade 
union as a prerequisite for getting a 
job) and agency-shop agreements 
(which compel non-union members 
to pay union dues) are probably 
unconstitutional. Trade unions’ open 
(as opposed to secret) balloting 
of  members ahead of  a strike 
probably gives rise to intimidation 
and coercion, since union bosses 
can attempt to influence members’ 
voting behaviour in favour of  a 
strike, which would at least explain 
why so many strikes occur that are 
not in members’ financial interests.

The business 
of business is 
profitability
The business of  business is 
profitability. So long as labour 
cannot be employed in profitable 
ways, businesses will continue to 
introduce labour-saving alternatives. 
Those laws and regulations which 
undermine labour productivity need 
urgent reassessment and reform.

Firms undertake all sorts of  
productivity-enhancing measures, 
aimed at obtaining greater 
value from available resources. 
Profitability, in this sense, is 
the organising principle of  
economic life: it signals to firms 
to scale-up some activities and 
scale-down others, and in so 
doing they maximise the value of  
the firm for its shareholders. For 
example, newspaper editors take 

incremental, calculated risks in 
terms of  daily content, journalistic 
perspective, distribution medium, 
and so on; and they respond 
to various signals in terms of  
circulation, advertising, industry 
awards, and so on; in order to 
produce outcomes – news currency, 
variety and depth, in addition to 
newspaper profitability – which 
were not usually (at least knowingly) 
their daily intention.

In the age of  managerial capitalism, 
where shareholders no longer 
personally direct the activities 
of  the firm, the means to attain 
increased worker productivity lie 
with managers, who innovate in the 
ways that workers are managed 
and organised. For example, if  
some managerial innovation leads 
to factory throughput of  110 rather 
than 100 units per hour, it is the 
production line as a whole – not the 
workers – that is more “productive” 
(i.e. more profitable). The 
intention behind the productivity 
enhancement is not higher wages 
for workers, but the increased 
profitability of  the firm. Naturally, if  
the workers acquire additional skills 
in the process, they become more 
valuable to other firms, who will 
bid up their wages, and in this way, 
managerial capitalism transmits to 
workers higher incomes and living 
standards that were not directly its 
initial aim.

Labour productivity 
declining, capital 
productivity rising
Profits are a reward for value-
enhancing innovation. We can get 
a good sense of  how South African 
firms are performing against this 
mandate by looking at profits’ 
share of  national income, which 
has increased from 39,9% in 1995 
to 47,2% in 2011 – an average 
annual (nominal) increase of  12,1%. 
We can also get a sense of  how 
workers’ incomes have improved 
over this period: after-inflation 
remuneration in the non-agricultural 
formal sector has increased from 
R9 378 per month to R12 564 
per month – an average annual 
(nominal) increase of  9,8%. As 

these figures show, the strength of  
capitalism is that it is not a zero-sum 
game: gains for shareholders do not 
occur at the expense of  workers, for 
in fact it usually occurs that profits 
and wages rise in tandem.

Problems arise when laws 
and regulations affect the way 
that managers and workers 
operate. For example, dismissal 
protections for non-performing 
workers reduce managers’ ability 
to adopt productivity-improving 
initiatives. Enforced collective 
bargaining drives wages above 
their productivity-related level. 
The net effect of  these laws is to 
reduce labour productivity and 
raise labour costs, leading firms to 
seek alternatives to labour, mostly 
in the form of  capital equipment 
and technology. Workers’ share of  
national income in South Africa has 
fallen not because, as Forslund 
claims, workers’ wages have been 
falling relative to productivity, but 
because employment has been 
falling relative to wages.

Pay to labour only 
what is labour’s
There are, unfortunately, several 
statistical measures of  productivity. 
Labour’s marginal productivity 
(which we favour) strips out what 
is rightly attributable to other input 
factors, attributing to labour what is 
uniquely labour’s. The conventional 
measure of  labour productivity 
goes further, attributing the sum 
of  all input factors’ productivity to 
labour alone. And total productivity 
goes even further, attributing to 
labour not only the individual but 
also the conjoint effects of  the 
various input factors. Forslund is 
determined to embrace the most 
expansive definition of  labour 
productivity, in order to argue that 
trade unions should be pushing for 
yet higher wage escalations. This is 
a case of  hammering a round stick 
into a bottomless pit. Paying over to 
workers what is rightly attributable 
to shareholders, managers, 
landlords, the other providers of  
capital, and other input factors is a 
recipe for economic catastrophe.

SA’s labour productivity at a 40-year low (continued)
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The most important single 
element of  management, 
indeed a prerequisite for good 
management, is performance 
measurement. Without it, none 
of  the essential managerial 
functions can be performed.  
Yet many companies are poor in 
the design and implementation 
of  performance measurement 
systems. Either performance 
measurement is left to the 
first-line manager, who may 
lack a strategic perspective 
or the numerical and other 
skills needed to craft proper 
measurements; or to the human 
resource manager, who may 
lack operational knowledge 
and who may be encumbered 
by laws, regulations and 
administrative duties. The 
combination of  economics and 
statistics skills that is ideal 
in the design of  performance 
measurements is exceedingly 
rare, and many company 
managers intuitively feel but 
cannot easily demonstrate that 
their performance measurement 
systems can unlock a great deal 
of  value. We highlight several 
techniques that can be used to  
this end.

Measuring an 
employee’s residual 
value

In principle, every employee 
produces output. The challenge is 
measuring that output and applying 
a monetary value to it. From there 
it easily follows that the employee’s 
costs (recruitment, training, 
remuneration, benefits, etc.) can be 
deducted from the monetary value 
of  the employee’s output, and the 
surplus – which we term “residual 
value”, but which can really be 

termed anything, such as “unique 
contribution” or “value-added” – can 
be calculated. Of  course, in reality, 
an employee may produce negative 
output or negative residual value – 
forms of  “value destruction” – but 
the concept is sufficiently broad 
to allow for these possibilities. For 
now, it is sufficient to suppose that 
an employee is an economic unit 
who usually (but not necessarily) 
interacts with other economic 
units who are usually (but not 
necessarily) organised in teams and 
who usually (but not necessarily) 
have a reporting line (that is, 
managers and subordinates). 
These interdependent economic 
units produce output, sometimes 
using the output of  others as inputs 
in their own production, and each 
unit can be evaluated on their 
“residual value”. This is equivalent 
to preparing an income statement 
for each economic unit, using 
available data where possible and 
approximations where necessary.

No residual value can be 
straightforwardly measured. 
Even in the case of  a salesman, 
where the total daily sales value is 
observable and routinely quantified, 
we cannot leave it there. There are 
opportunities in the salesman’s 
diary which he carries over to 
another day, there are missed 
opportunities, there is time spent 
collecting and nurturing leads. All 
of  these activities have some value 
that needs to be quantified to give 
us the broadest available measure 
of  “residual value”. 

We can divide employees into two 
broad groups: revenue-producing 
and non-revenue producing. For 
revenue-producing employees 
(such as salespeople), the output 
is easy to measure: it is simply 
the revenue generated. The costs, 
however, are more complex. It is not 
only the directly observable costs 
(the salesman’s basic remuneration, 
commission and perks), but also the 

indirect costs (the fully-loaded cost 
per lead, the cost of  any returns 
or non-payments, the cost of  back 
office administration involved in 
processing a sale, etc.). The idea 
is to prepare, using available 
information and statistically valid 
estimates, as detailed an income 
statement as possible for the 
individual employee, using visible 
and invisible costs, actual and 
opportunity costs, in order to 
assess their economic contribution 
to the firm.

For non-revenue producing 
employees, both revenues and 
costs are difficult to calculate. 
In order to obtain an estimate of  
revenues, sometimes the only option 
is to put the work out to tender, 
obtain the cost-per-unit information 
from the lowest-cost tenderer, and 
apply this as a pseudo-revenue 
figure for the respective employee. 
The idea, here, is that the employee 
is credited, for each unit of  output, 
what it would otherwise have cost 
to use an external supplier at the 
lowest possible cost. Against these 
credits, we will then apply debits 
(the employee’s salary, bonus, 
benefits and other costs) to obtain 
the residual value. Putting work out 
to tender is an involved process, but 
given the growing use of  business 
process outsourcing around the 
world, it is often possible to obtain 
industry standards costs per unit 
without going through a tender 
process. Using a performance 
measurement consultancy that 
is active in multiple firms and 
industries can also be useful in 
providing a benchmark. Above 
all, it is important to note that non-
arms length procedures (such as 
activity-based costing) should be 
avoided, as they do not provide 
a useful external benchmark of  
the lowest alternative cost of  
production. In order to obtain cost 
estimates, similar concepts apply. 
We take not only the direct costs 
of  the employee (salary, benefits, 

Measuring Employee Performance
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etc.) but also indirect costs related to absenteeism, tardiness, procedural errors, inaccuracies, customer service come-
backs, etc. The last – customer service issues – is likely to be the most significant employee cost in customer-facing 
environments. By calculating, for example, the lifetime value of  a customer, and by calculating the customer attrition rate 
connected to customer service errors, it is possible to calculate the cost of  each employee in terms of  lost customer 
revenues.

Measuring a team’s residual value
A team differs from an individual in several respects. From a performance measurement perspective, the most 
important difference is that a team has both an average level of  performance and a certain amount of  performance 
variation between team members. The ideal team has a high standard of  performance (i.e. a high average employee 
residual value) and a consistent level of  performance (i.e. a low standard deviation of  employee residual value). 
This means that each member of  the team is pulling their weight equally and that the workload is shared fairly. It 
is usually possible to compare the average and standard deviation of  performance between teams, especially in 
larger environments where there are 50 or more employees and five or more teams. These measures can be used to 
assess supervisor or manager competence in managing their team. In smaller environments, using a performance 
measurement consultancy that is active in multiple firms and industries can also be useful in providing team 
benchmarks.

This approach differs fundamentally from the usual method of  measuring teams, where an average across team 
members is usually taken, which results in a cancelling-out effect: high-performers and low-performers cancel each 
other out, and the average, when used alone, disguises the variation within the team. This may lead undue emphasis 
to be placed on high-performers, which leads to stress, burnout and attrition, and less effort to be placed on low-
performers, which leads to a culture of  low-performance acceptance and tolerance. This phenomenon – where high-
performers leave the organisation and low-performers stay – leads to dramatic changes in organisational performance 
over time. In some sectors, particularly customer-facing sectors, staff  turnover rates are between 15% and 36% 
per annum, with the result that this “lowest common denominator” effect will ultimately dominate organisational 
performance.

Using residual value for wage increases
In the 2000s, labour productivity in South Africa fell to the lowest level since 1970. For every additional unit of  labour, 
the economy actually produced less output (-0.08%), which explains why the number of  retrenchments has increased 
sharply over the past decade – employers have been responding to low labour productivity. Yet wage escalations have 
greatly exceeded productivity gains in recent years, and very few South African companies have any significant degree 
of  latitude in negotiating wage increases. For most companies, trade unions and/or bargaining councils are heavily 
involved in the process. 

Many companies lack a solid quantitative foundation on which to base wage increases. This is partly why wage 
increases appear to be related to what companies can afford, rather than what is right and due to employees by virtue 
of  their productivity. An employee’s residual value provides a solid basis for measuring performance. Each employee 
should simply be given a wage increase no greater than the increase in their residual value, that is, their economic 
contribution to the firm – and the increase in total labour costs (including statutory benefits such as UIF, COID, etc.) 
should not exceed the growth of  the sum of  the firm’s employee residual values.

If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it
Without measurement, there can be no management. We have presented a simple measurement device that would 
radically transform business practice. New measurement technologies have made it possible to assess each employee 
as an individual economic unit with their own income statement and economic contribution. By virtue of  restraining 
wage increases to their legitimate productivity-related level, the method deserves attention.

Prophet Analytics is South Africa’s leading specialised performance management consultancy. We conduct nearly a 
quarter-million performance evaluations on behalf  of  our blue-chip client base per annum. Our services include  
as-is and to-be analysis, metric design, employee and management development, and system design. Contact  
loane@prophet.co.za for more information.

Measuring Employee Performance (continued)
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The biggest problem facing South Africa today is a lack of  management – purposeful management. The 
prime task of  any manager whether in the public or private sector is to manage change within and outside 
his or her organisation. This article looks at the success of  World Cup 2010 and draws lessons from it that 
we can take forward to tackle two critical success factors for the country:

1. To build a new generation of  management
2. To make the poor productive.

As with any crisis, the World Cup showed that we do have huge, untapped potential. The way the project was 
managed shows how we can tap into it.

Introduction
Some thirty years ago, the retiring head of  HR in a Fortune 500 firm said, “During my time here, we spent 80% of  our 
money on training and development and 20% on choosing the right people. If  I started again, I’d reverse the spend.” 
His insight takes us to the heart of  South Africa’s biggest problem today. 

Professor Jonathan Jansen put his finger on the same issue not long ago. He asked, “Why can South Africa deliver on a 
multi-billion Rand project like the World Cup, and not on simple things like collecting people’s rubbish on time?” The late 
Peter Drucker gave us the answer in 1980. In Managing in Turbulent Times, he wrote, “Only managers – not nature, or 
laws of  economics, or governments – make resources productive.” 

To test that, think about World Cup 2010. Because of  constant pressure, few of  us ever think and reflect about the way 
we get results – especially when it means a change in the way people do the work together. Because of  that, lessons 
are lost. Then what happens? We repeat the same mistakes – but in a different guise. 

Using a sailing metaphor for 2010, it took six years to navigate the good ship South Africa (Pty) Ltd. across stormy seas 
to make a successful landfall. The crew and officers were mutinous and there were three different skippers – yet we 
made it. After dropping anchor in Soccer City harbour on 11 June 2010, the joyful month’s “run ashore” as sailors call it, 
was brilliant for many reasons. The main one was to bring the entire ship’s company together with delight and pride to 
celebrate a great achievement with a once sceptical world. If  we look back at the time taken from winning the bid, what 
made it such a triumph?

Purposeful Managers
There’s only one reason – good management. The project was designed for success. But in what way you might ask? If  
we ask even better questions, two might be,

1. What makes successful managers successful?
2. Which is the most critical management capability?

The most critical capability is to manage change within and outside the organisation you run. It is the ability to start, 
adapt and transform all change from “problem” to “opportunity”. What makes a manager successful is the ability to 
convert a critically important “problem/opportunity” into a simple, measurable, time-bound, team-driven project. Until 
you do, you aren’t managing it – you are a victim of  it. How many managers have this talent?

According to a five-year research project conducted by academics Heike Bruch and the late Sumantra Goshal1 only 
10% do. What makes their findings so striking is that they did the research in successful companies – not failing 
institutions. The message for South Africa is sobering. If  so little management is effective in firms that succeed, then 
what does it say about government at national and local levels?

The most important powers of  all for any manager are first, “performance power” – the ability to get results. The second 
is “moral power” – doing what is ethically right. The third is “Preparation power” – doing your homework and then 
making the right choices that lead to focused effort. Bruch and Goshal were surprised to find that most firms, instead 
of  being hives of  busy, effective executives, were no more than “a few isolated islands of  action amid an ocean of  
inaction”. Only a small number of  people do the work that really matters. 

Only managers make resources productive
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1. Beware the Busy Manager – Heike Bruch & Sumantra Goshal – HBR February 2002
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As the exhibit shows, they found 
that only 10% of  the managers “took 
purposeful action.” Most of  the rest 
are busy but not that effective. 40% 
are energetic but not focused. 30% 
have low energy, little focus and drag 
their feet. 20% are focused but lack 
energy. Is it any wonder that most 
organisations are so unproductive? 

What this means is that we waste more 
than 80% of  the human resources we 
hire. Either people around us don’t 
know how to use their energy; they’ve 
lost it; or they’d rather think about and 
discuss matters than act. Effective 
management is about unleashing this 
hidden potential and getting it to move 
in the right direction. That’s where 
designing team-driven projects for 
success comes in.

Design for Success
To get things done, you need a 
champion – “a monomaniac with a 
mission” as Drucker termed it. For 
good reason, many managers scoff  
at the idea of  mission statements and 
“visions”. That’s because bureaucrats 

write them. They end up as no more 
than framed slogans on office walls 
and in annual reports.

However, if  you think about events 
since 1994, the tournament brought 
us the closest we’ve been to meeting 
Nelson Mandela’s simple, inspiring 
vision – one we have lost. It was a 
build on Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s 
metaphor. “We are a rainbow nation 
at peace with itself  and the world,” 
he said. 

It’s a vision that meets the 
“grandmother” test. If  she “gets it” 
then it’ll hook everyone. It’s simple to 
understand, and lasts for many years 
because it arouses, excites and means 
a lot to people. It fills a basic need and 
is compelling. Lastly, you describe it in 
the present tense. You can already see 
and feel what the future will be like. 

However, you need steps to get 
you there. They emerge from a 
mission. Unlike the ongoing purpose 
of  a vision, the mission is a clear, 
forceful, urgent, exciting, time-bound, 
measurable goal – one that moves you 

Only managers make resources productive (continued)
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Only managers make resources productive (continued)

forward in a steady, unrelenting and 
purposeful way. It’s demanding, 
even unreasonable, but you’re 
going to tackle it anyway. 

FIFA, whatever the criticisms, was 
Project Champion and an effective 
one at that. This body worked with 
SA’s resident Champion, Danny 
Jordaan and his team, to pilot and 
navigate the ship through a portfolio 
of  projects. FIFA was “in charge” 
and Jordaan and his various teams 
were “in control”. Our Government 
was the sponsor providing the 
money – not the management.

The goal had a narrow focus – no 
“balanced scorecards”. You change 
an organisation with one number, 
and one simple objective – not 
many of  them. We had to drop 
anchor on 11 June 2010 safely in 
Soccer City harbour “ready to go.” 
That’s simple to understand – not so 
simple to do.

From the time we won the bid to 
host it, there were 2,200 days to 
do the job. Chunk that down and 
you have twenty-two, 100-Day 
milestones. Each one was 4,5% of  
the whole project. What does that 
time crunch do? 

It creates a sense of  extreme 
urgency and raises the fear of  
failure. You have a “credible crisis” 
on your hands. And what happens 
in a crisis? 

You hang together, or you hang 
separately. We hung together. 
As in a crisis, a well-designed 
project taps into the hidden 
reserve of  potential that exists in 
all organisations. South Africa is no 
exception. 

However, the talent won’t emerge 
when people fight each other. High 
productivity arises from cooperation 
and collaboration – not competing 
in a win-lose game. 

To succeed, you have to involve 
all key people – the best ones for 

the job no matter where they come 
from. That means you have to cut 
through red tape and prise off  the 
dead hand of  bureaucracy that 
holds you back.

Everyone is accountable for 
finishing a task within a plan – not 
“playing a rôle”. A task is clear 
with a measurable result. You 
can’t escape responsibility for 
it. A rôle is fuzzy. You can’t pin 
people down with them. It’s why 
typical bureaucrats and politicians 
don’t make resources productive. 
They prefer “rôles” – not tasks. In 
contrast, effective managers have 
tasks and take responsibility for 
them – a big reason why they make 
resources productive. 

In this project, like a corporate head 
office, government’s task was to 
find the money and help pave the 
way for FIFA and others to perform – 
not to manage.

World Cup 2010 could have been 
a “breakthrough” for South Africa. 
Maybe it still can be. It united the 
nation for a time and harnessed 
some of  its hidden reserve. We 
showed the rest of  the world we 
could build stadia and roads as well 
as anyone else. However, we failed 
to build a soccer team that could 
take on the best. That’s harder to 
do and points us to the biggest 
management lesson of  all. 

A Lack of  Political and 
Managerial Wisdom
In many spheres of  activity, the 
world over – not just in South Africa 
– technical ability is far above 
mankind’s level of  political and 
managerial wisdom. Scratch the 
surface and we are still tribal. The 
recent “Spear” fiasco was dramatic 
evidence of  that. In a firm, you have 
to break down the competitive silos 
between functions and people. At 
the national level, we have to break 
down the socio-economic barriers 
that keep us apart.

A genuine “breakthrough” demands 
change. Building stadia and roads 
will not change society. To do 
that, we have to make an ego-free 
admission first: “The way we do 
things now does not work.” 

Through the World Cup, we had a 
glimpse of  the positive “Can do” 
spirit that has differentiated the 
USA from the rest of  the world for 
the past two hundred years. As a 
nation, we need a lot more of  it and 
a lot less of  the spirit of  greed and 
entitlement we have now in both 
public and private sectors.

That brings us to the second step in 
the review process. It is to build on 
success – carve out another goal 
that tests the right values and takes 
our achievement to another level. It 
has to crack an issue that poses the 
greatest threat of  all to our young, 
wobbly democracy. We have not 
done that. Why? 

The Hidden Potential
We never took the first step. We can 
all give examples of  spectacular 
human and organisational 
responses to crises — like those 
that followed the Haiti earthquake, 
the tsunami in Japan, the mine 
rescue in Chile. In an instant, total 
strangers connect, people around 
the world reach out with physical or 
financial support, and red tape falls 
away to get things done creatively 
and quickly. But what happens 
after the crisis fades, when hearts 
stop pumping with excitement, and 
people get back to coping with their 
humdrum daily lives?

The reality is, despite best 
intentions, most people and 
organisations can’t keep up 
the same level of  energy. If  the 
challenges go on for too long they 
become routine. People burn out, 
or get cynical and dejected. For 
those not involved on a day-to-day 
basis, the crisis fades into the 
background. Haiti was a sobering 
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example of  this trend. 

Straight after the quake, there 
were global fundraising efforts and 
masses of  volunteers arrived in 
Port-au-Prince. Despite the early 
energy, eight months later less 
than 2% of  the millions of  cubic 
yards of  debris were cleared 
away. This prevented widespread 
reconstruction and resettlement of  
the population. And how long did 
it take the rest of  the world to stop 
thinking of  ways to help?

The lack of  progress wasn’t due to 
shortage of  funds, but to the return 
of  a bureaucracy that stopped 
working in the early days of  the 
crisis. There was no overall plan for 
debris removal. Property records 
were a mess. There were no action 
plans for sifting, cleaning up, and 
relocating the debris. Coordination 
was poor between NGO’s. No single 
government officer was in charge of  
the overall program. In other words, 
although the situation in Haiti was 
grim, “business as usual” replaced 
the crisis dynamics.

You see this pattern repeat itself  
in all organizations. People leap 
up to react to floods, fires, strikes, 
urgent customer demands, financial 
problems, or market rivals. They 
collaborate, experiment and 
innovate; a sense of  urgency 
spreads through the workplace; 
everyone pitches in to crack the 
problem or achieve the goal. Then, 
when the crisis passes, things slip 
back to normal. The emergency 
becomes a part of  the company’s 
folklore rather than a step towards 
lasting performance improvement.

But it doesn’t have to be like that, in 
either Haiti or South Africa. Japan 
showed us that after the tsunami. 
You can capture the spirit and 
energy of  a crisis and use it not 
only to achieve the immediate goal, 
but also to build new patterns of  
achievement over time. 

That’s why it’s so important to 

organise a post-crisis, or post-
project review. The first step is 
for the key people involved to 
take stock of  what they learned – 
government, the private sector and 
FIFA. What did we do differently? 
What innovations did the project 
or crisis spark? Most critical of  all, 
what new ways of  working should 
we continue?

As to the second step, let’s take 
the business metaphor further. 
For every firm, concentration 
of  resources and focus on a 
few critical issues is the key to 
economic results. In this beautiful 
country, we have three things in 
abundance – minerals, people and 
poverty. Our population growth is 
one of  the highest though disease 
tempers it. Moreover, because we 
are near bottom of  the productivity 
league most South Africans are 
dirt poor. 

However, the normal distribution 
curve applies – about 10% of  our 
people have superior potential. It 
means there are more high potential 
Blacks and Browns than the entire 
White population. It will be the 
same within every business.  This 
raises two questions: How many 
organisations have systematically 
set out to find out who they are?  
Are there accelerated development 
programmes in place for them?

With productivity, there is a 
convincing socio-economic 
supposition: Prosperity short-
circuits procreation and improves 
the key productivity measure – GNP 
per Capita.  It increases GNP and 
slows down population growth at 
the same time.

Therefore, a critical success factor 
for South Africa is to make the poor 
productive – not to rely on handouts 
of  one kind or another. That means 
not only job creation but also 
business creation.

To do that, requires effective 

management. In SA’s private 
sector, we have managers who are 
competent by world standards. 
However, at top levels they still tend 
to be rather arrogant, patronising, 
white males. It is a group of  
people that has created and is 
passing on to a new generation of  
owners and management some 
very sophisticated and complex 
organisations. 

Productivity is a function of  
simplicity. It means we need 
to adopt strategies, structures 
and styles of  management that 
are aligned to the realities that 
face us. Realities like ever more 
inexperienced and therefore 
marginally competent managers as 
firms meet affirmative action and 
BEE quotas; more militant workers 
who have lower skills by world 
standards and who are ever harder 
to dismiss. In government, through 
its affirmative action policies, the 
situation is far worse. There are 
many critical positions unfilled or 
staffed with incompetent people. 

Under these conditions in the 
private sector, management 
succumbs to a Siren call – it 
makes the poor redundant. It 
swaps labour for “state of  the art” 
capital equipment. Automating 
people out of  work is a big step 
backwards under any management 
slogan, including “world class 
competitiveness”. The ultimate cost 
will be the collapse of  South Africa.

Simplicity and Focus 
Wins
The need is to create simple, 
focused organisations that 
make and sell big volumes of  
standardised products and services 
out of  dedicated, flexible plants and 
businesses with low capital and 
production costs of  output.

The second critical success factor 
is to develop a management class, 
not another bureaucratic one.  
The way to do it is threefold: 
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1.  Develop existing, experienced, 
competent managers in a way 
that enables them to develop 
protégés fast. 

2.  Re-design managerial jobs into 
genuine management tasks that 
inexperienced people can learn 
relatively quickly.

3.  Screen and select those with the 
aptitude, potential and readiness 
to become task managers.

Task manager qualification is purely 
potential and aptitude. The normal 
distribution curve applies to any 
company. 10% of  its people will 
show high aptitude and potential. 
If  the average company reflects 
the population demographics of  
the nation, then there will be more 
Blacks and Browns with higher 
potential than Whites in the firm. 

Who are they? It behoves us to find 
them, however badly educated 
they may be. Next, develop them. 
We have the tools to provide 
accelerated learning.

There is only one qualification for 
existing managers – who amongst 
them are ready to be mentors?

Finding them is not easy. There 
are many would-be mentors out 
there now that coaching and 
mentoring has become the “in 
thing”. The first mentor – his name 
was Mentor – was an old, valued 
advisor to Odysseus.  When he 
went off  to fight the Trojan War, 
Odysseus entrusted him with his 
son Telemachus. He didn’t want a 
baby sitter. He wanted someone to 
impart enough useful knowledge – 
practical and theoretical – to enable 
his young boy to meet the future 
with confidence.

Real mentors have certain 
characteristics – like “mentor” 
emblazoned in big letters across 
their chests and foreheads. 
In recent years, how many of  
them have been lost to SA due 

to boneheaded early retirement 
and retrenchment programmes 
designed to satisfy affirmative 
action targets?

Good mentors have keen eyesight 
that cuts through confusion and 
clutter like a searchlight in the 
night sky. They can focus on what 
is important for any protégé’s job. 
That’s why the good ones are hardly 
ever “baby-sitting” psychological 
counsellors. They have “been there” 
in the heat of  battle as operating 
line managers.

They can articulate a protégé’s 
concerns more clearly and 
perceptively than he or she can. 
They don’t need to read personal 
CVs to figure out what a protégé 
knows.

Mentors focus on results and on 
people. They build on strengths 
and stimulate personal growth.  
They know what their protégés are 
capable of  doing and challenge 
them do it. They think it foolish to 
worry about weakness because 
they know they have to live with it if  
they want strengths. Every one of  
us has an Achilles heel. 

Unlike parents, mentors don’t 
lecture. They know exactly when the 
time has come to shut up. Parents 
don’t – especially fathers.

In the end, we choose our mentors. 
They can’t nominate themselves. 
Organisations know who they 
are. However, their contribution 
has to be 100% voluntary, 100% 
self-motivated and 100% self-
serving: “It will be to my own 
personal advantage if  these Task 
Managers are successful” is the 
thinking required. “Do-gooding” or 
managing by bureaucrats’ numbers 
is deadly for any enterprise. 

Look for mentors who can offer 
focused practical advice within an 
ethical framework. Then let them 

develop managers who will make 
resources productive. They are 
worth far more than the costly and 
wasteful “entertainment” activities 
and programmes provided by 
business schools and corporate 
“universities”.

A well-designed and resourced 
mentorship programme that focuses 
on results will lever up productivity 
enormously in every company. It will 
also meet one of  the key needs of  
national strategy – to build a new 
generation of  effective managers – 
not bureaucrats.

The Elephant on the 
Stoep
Lastly, as we read of  our steady 
slide down the world’s productivity 
rankings, then gaze north at 
Zimbabwe and elsewhere in Africa, 
we cannot ignore the elephant on 
our stoep. When are we going to 
start “making money” and stop 
“taking money”?

You only get sustainable 
productivity when there is a sense 
of  community – when all people feel 
they belong and are in it together. 
Mugabe has destroyed that in 
Zimbabwe. Which path is South 
Africa taking?

Forget the hype about the need 
for leaders or grand plans. The 
future of  the planet, as does South 
Africa’s, depends on effective 
management. Business literature 
swamps us with stories about 
leaders pointing the way and 
changing people with their “visions” 
and grand plans. A lot of  it is 
rubbish.

Throughout history, the reality is 
that a few leaders have done that 
and four recent ones were Lenin, 
Stalin, Hitler and Mao. They were all 
disastrous. Besides, how many of  
us want to be led anyway? We might 
like to be trained, coached, and 

Only managers make resources productive (continued)
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developed by mentors we choose. 
We may even agree to be managed 
in the right way, but not led.

Strategy is about choices and 
matching strengths to opportunities 
and threats. It is not about matching 
them with weakness. Our biggest 
weakness is lack of  education and 
management ability. Where we have 
it let’s apply it.

One of  Aesop’s fables tells of  
a farmer who lay dying on his 
deathbed. He had three extremely 
lazy sons who he wanted to give the 
same care and attention to his farm 
as he had done once he had gone. 
To get them to do it he called them 
to his bedside and said, “My sons, 
I have never told you before, but 
there is gold hidden under one of  
the vineyards on this farm. Go and 
discover it.” Once he had died, they 

set to with spades and dug round 
the whole farm but found nothing. 
They cursed him for deceiving 
them. Then soon after, the vineyards 
repaid them with an amazing crop 
and they understood what their 
father had left them.

What South Africa needs now is for 
a group of  far-sighted political and 
business leaders who can practice 
bit by bit with small-step initiatives 
that have narrow objectives and 
strict timelines. To go for big bang 
projects like National Health when 
we can’t even manage the clinics 
and hospitals we have is mad. 
It is matching opportunity with 
weakness – a recipe for disaster.

To kick-start the process, we have 
to harness all the brains that can 
contribute – ones in government, 
the private sector, and unions. We 

need them to design a national 
project that moves us from a high-
tension, conflict state-of-mind, to 
a low-tension problem-solving, 
opportunity-seeking one. 

Isn’t there a lot of  “gold” lying under 
the ground? What are we doing to 
make it easy for people to business 
with and in South Africa today? Why 
aren’t we encouraging immigration 
of  the best brains? Why aren’t we 
choosing the best people for the 
job? Why don’t we have a thriving 
mining industry any longer?

 Exploration by digging around the 
farm has come to a halt. Yet the 
potential we have for improvement 
is staggering whether it be in 
business, education, healthcare, 
housing and police. It’s time to 
tap into it by employing the best 
management brains we can. 

Only managers make resources productive (continued)
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Peter Aling is a quantitative analyst at Prophet Analytics, South 
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workforce management approaches using self-designed software-
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Management guru 
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acts as mentor and coach to executives. Using the ROAM model 
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them design high-precision, results-driven projects. These turn 
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Share Price?” was co-authored with Professor Andy Andrews. It 
was a successful and controversial story about the issue of  ethical 
management, asset productivity and shareholder value.
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